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Abstract
The Internet has become a critical part of the infrastructure supporting modern life. The high
degree of openness and autonomy of information providers determines the access to a vast
amount of information on the Internet. However, this makes the web vulnerable to inaccurate,
misleading, or outdated information. The unnecessary and unusable content, which is referred to as “information waste,” takes up hardware resources and clutters the web. In this
paper, we examine the phenomenon of web information waste by developing a taxonomy of it
and analyzing its causes and effects. We then explore possible solutions and propose a classification approach using quantitative metrics for information waste detection.
Keywords: Internet information waste, web spam, web site quality, Internet waste detection
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.Introduction

The original purpose of the Web was to create a single, universal, accessible hypertext medium for
sharing information (Berners-Lee & Fischetti, 1999). Over the years, the World Wide Web (WWW)
has developed into a global information space with a multitude of autonomous information providers
(Jacobs and Walsh, 2004). The different types and quality of WWW content have been a concern for a
long time. The deficiency of enforceable standards has resulted in frequent information quality problems (Eppler and Muenzenmayer, 2002). A similar point is made by Arazy & Kopak (2011), p. 89):
“With less traditional gatekeeping on the ‘information production’ side, more content is obtained from
sources with mixed, and sometimes dubious, provenance.” Not only the quality is a concern, the sheer
amount of information is causing problems too. We appear to be in a state of “information overload”
(Himma, 2007, Daradkeh et al., 2015). According to Bawden & Robinson (2008)(p. 183), “information overload occurs when information received becomes a hindrance rather than a help, even
though the information is potentially useful.” The amount of information on the WWW is increasing at
an astonishing rate. With this information flood, the major task for information service providers has
become one of filtering and selecting information rather than finding enough appropriate material
(Bawden & Robinson, 2008).
A very prevalent form of information waste on the Internet is a phenomenon known as web spam.
Araujo and Martinez-Romo (2010) (p. 1556) state that “Web spam, or spamdexing, includes all techniques used for the purpose of getting an undeservedly high rank.” It has become common practice to
craft pages for the sole purpose of increasing search engine rankings without improving the utility of
the pages (Ntoulas et al., 2006). The most common web spam techniques include the artificial generation of content or keywords, cloaking, redirection spam, and link farms (Prieto et al., 2013). Broadly
speaking, the following entities suffer economic losses from web spam (Prieto et al., 2013): (a) end
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users can be cheated and waste their time and money; (b) owners of web pages have difficulty in
reaching their audience in an ethical way; and (c) search engine providers lose prestige and waste resources. Araujo and Martinez-Romo (2010) stated that web spam is one of the main problems of
search engines because it strongly degrades the quality of search results. This leads to disappointment
and frustration among users when they are finding spam sites instead of legitimate search results. With
regard to the financial impact of web spam, spam site operators deprive legitimate sites of revenue that
they could have earned via search engine referrals (Araujo and Martinez-Romo, 2010, Ntoulas et al.,
2006). Moreover, search engine operators waste significant hardware resources (network bandwidth,
storage space, CPU cycles) on crawling, processing, indexing, and matching to queries (Ntoulas et al.,
2006, Prieto et al., 2013). It must also be taken into consideration that combating web spam requires
substantial investment in manpower and time to keep search engines usable.
Information waste is closely related to poor information quality (Wang and Strong, 1996). Lowquality information could be considered information waste because it will be unusable and could be
considered unnecessary. Information quality has been commonly defined as the fitness for use of information (Bizer and Cyganiak, 2009). Taylor (1986) identifies five attributes of information quality:
accuracy, comprehensiveness, currency, reliability, and validity. Knight and Burn (2005) collate 12
widely accepted information quality frameworks from information systems research containing 20
information quality attributes. A crucial point however, that has been mentioned is that information
quality needs to be assessed within the context of its generation and use because the attributes of quality can vary depending on the context in which it is to be used (Knight & Burn, 2005). “What is of
good quality in one situation might not be of much help in another situation” (Mai, 2013). Quality
dimensions such as relevance and usefulness are thus difficult to measure reliably due to their subjectivity (Knight & Burn, 2005). In support of this point, Arazy & Kopak (2011), who did empirical research on rating information quality attributes, found that it was difficult to reach agreement on the
assessment of quality dimensions. Arazy & Kopak conclude that information quality (2011, p. 98):
“… is an elusive construct that is hard to measure, and users’ quality estimates are subjective, therefore making it difficult for multiple assessors to reach an agreement on a resource’s quality.” Similarly, Mai (2013) stated that information quality is a difficult concept to quantify effectively, even though
significant research effort has gone into developing objective characteristics.
Information trust is also related to information waste. Trust is the intervening variable that affects the
use of technology, mediating between information quality and usage (Kelton et al., 2008). Because
there is a lack of standard procedures and editorial controls, it is difficult to create trust in online environments (Kelton et al., 2008). As the internet becomes more pervasive in our lives, trust in digital
information becomes more important because it plays a key role in some of our decision-making processes and personal knowledge. There might even be harm in relying on poor information.
Hence, dealing with information waste on the Internet is an important issue. We use the following
definition of information waste: “information which is unnecessary (e.g. redundant) and unusable
(e.g. not understandable) and which are the consequences of human limitations of knowing which data
are of no use and could thus be removed or stored on a non-direct access medium” (F Wijnhoven,
Dietz, & Amrit, 2012, p. 135). Information waste in the context of the World Wide Web is pertinent,
given the multitude of quality concerns and the rapidly expanding amount of information. The information flood challenges internet users with an abundance and redundancy of web resources, which
makes it difficult to optimize search, identify dependable sources, or obtain factual information from
the clutter (Langford, 2010). Furthermore, it might be harmful to rely on poor information, as this may
have an impact on decision-making, personal knowledge, and reference materials (Kelton et al., 2008).
Being able to filter out or eliminate a significant portion of information waste will reduce “information
overload” as well as provide more reliable and trustworthy information. Moreover, less hardware resources will need to be used, which has environmental benefits and potentially reduces the operational
costs of the internet (Wijnhoven, 2012, Wijnhoven et al., 2014). In this paper we pose two key questions: (1) What variants of information waste exist? (2) Is it possible to determine the potential information waste on the Internet? In an attempt to answer question 2, we propose an approach for detect-
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ing Internet waste employing objective user data. Our task in this paper is essentially to predict the
value of websites. Hence, our task is primarily one of prediction rather than one of explanation
(Shmueli, 2010). Therefore we perform a predictive analysis (Shmueli and Koppius, 2011) rather than
a statistical explanatory analysis (as attempted above) to create a predictive model (Gregor, 2006).

2. A taxonomy of information waste
To understand the diversity of information waste, we identify it at technical and human levels of the
meaning of the term information, following a semiotic perspective. Semiotics (from the Greek word
for sign) is the doctrine and science of signs and their use (Brier, 2005). A number of scholars have
suggested establishing the foundations of information studies in semiotics (Mai, 2013). Semiotics allows for a more nuanced view on technical and human levels of information concepts. Stamper’s
(1991, 1996) semiotic ladder provides an important means for understanding both the physical and
social dimensions of information. Information has a distinct meaning that can be assigned to it at each
ladder of signs from technical to human use. The semiotic framework consists of the following six
layers (Stamper, 1991): (1) the physical world; (2) empirics; (3) syntactic; (4) semantics; (5) pragmatics; and (6) the social world. Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2010) assume a continuum from the physical/empirics to the pragmatics/social layers, which is slightly different from Stamper’s (1991) framework. Attributes closer to the physical world are more closely associated with technical solutions
while attributes closer to the social world focus on information use and how they influence users’ actions.

Figure 1: The semiotic framework of information waste
The semiotic framework of information waste (Fig. 1) is an extended and adapted version of the semiotic framework proposed by Stamper (1991) and the subsequent reinterpretation by Boell & CecezKecmanovic (2010). The models have been adapted to get a comprehensive overview of information
waste according to the level of structure we give to signs. The physical world layer and the social
world layer are shown as separate variables. The semiotic layers form steps between these two worlds
and information waste is given a precise meaning according to the level of structure. Each layer contains a short description. The two arrows on the left-hand side of the model indicate the nature and
associated challenges of analysing web content at each semiotic level. Measures for determining the
value and quality of a web site are objective in the lower semiotic layers, which allows programmatic
evaluation by applying established heuristics. There is a relatively high ease of measurement in these
lower layers. When moving up to higher layers, measurements are harder to evaluate automatically,
thus requiring human interpretation. In the pragmatic layer, judgments are highly dependent on personal preferences, making evaluation highly subjective. In addition, obtaining reliable computerized
proxies for information quality is difficult. In the following subsections we present a literature search
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within the areas of web spam and related terms to provide a selection of information waste detection
methods for each of the semiotic layers. We discuss concepts like “goal relevance” and “trust” as well
as the operational definition of information waste, when they are relevant to the particular semiotic
layer being discussed.

2.1 Physical world layer
The physical world is the layer consisting of the physical phenomena shaping our everyday lives. Information waste affects the physical world because information needs a physical carrier and thus has
physical effects (Schmidt et al., 2009). These effects are mainly the unneeded use of hardware resources and extra effort needed to sort and filter information. Unneeded and unusable web content
takes up storage space that could have been used for better purposes. Also, bandwidth is wasted when
bad content is (often inadvertently) accessed. The second physical effect of information waste is that a
lot of effort is needed to detect bad content and maintain search engine performance (Wijnhoven et al.,
2012). Algorithms have to be updated constantly to keep up with the stream of information waste.
Heavy investment is also needed in hardware resources to cope with these demands.

2.2 Empiric layer
To inform, information needs to be detectable. This requires it to be distinguishable from background
noise. Information is distinguishable from background noise when patterns can be detected. If there
are no distinguishable patterns, there is no message, and there will not be information. Information
waste, especially web spam, follows specific patterns that differentiate it from legitimate web content.
The general patterns used for web spam detection observe links, the rate of evolution of pages, and
behavioural patterns. Detecting questionable websites on the basis of empiric cues has been widely
researched as it can be automated and leads to consistent results.
Operational definition of information waste for the Empiric layer: information waste follows detectable empirical patterns that differentiate it from “common” web content.
One common method for detecting questionable web sites is by using link patterns. Web graphs provide a structural signature of sites (Diligenti et al., 2000); a high density of connections is associated
with link farms (Geng et al., 2007). Moreover, having far more external links than internal links, many
broken links, and the presence of many common pages in links are found to be useful spam indicators
(Araujo and Martinez-Romo, 2010, Geng et al., 2007). Evolution patterns also tend to differ between
legitimate and questionable sites. Shen et al. (2006) therefore proposed that drastic changes in the
number of links leading to a site as an indicator of web spam.

2.3 Syntactic layer
Syntactics observes how signs relate to other signs (Ryder, 2005), denoting the representation of information. Information needs to be represented in a certain form – a set of principles and rules. In other words, it needs to be represented using a syntax understood by the recipient. This is not limited to
the syntax of natural language; it can also be the layout of a page or the scripts running on it. Syntactic
attributes are widely used to detect information waste. Information waste is represented in ways that
differ from the way legitimate content is displayed. The main categories for detection methods of web
spam in the syntactic layer are language-based indicators, source code features (including layout), and
content features. Regarding content, it is worth noting that in the syntactic layer only the representational components of the content are examined, not the meaning.
Operational definition of information waste for the Syntactic layer 1: Information waste is information
represented in a way that makes it incomprehensible to recipients.
Operational definition of information waste for the Syntactic layer 2: Information waste is information
represented in a way that differs from the way legitimate information is represented.
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Some research has looked into code features of web sites for spam detection. Some programmatic
features are commonly used to produce web spam and some code functions also hide it to make it
harder for search engines and site administrators to find. For example, HTML injection and cross-site
scripting lead to recognizable features in the coding of a website, and programmers often try to hide
redirections, function or content by codifying this in a certain manner (Prieto et al., 2013). In addition,
spam site attributes such as the size in bytes, number of words, and the relation of code to site content
all tend to differ from normal web sites. Some content features are also syntactic, and have been used
for spam detection as well. Some pages contain text that had been generated by spinning other articles.
This results in odd grammar and vocabulary from popular words to attract search results. This can be
detected by using n-grams and certain text typologies (Araujo and Martinez-Romo, 2010, Ntoulas et
al., 2006). Empty chains or links which only contain punctuation marks or numbers have also been
proposed for spam detection because they are clearly not intended to be used normally (Araujo and
Martinez-Romo, 2010).

2.4 Semantic layer
“Semantics studies the affiliations between the world of signs and the world of things” (Ryder, 2005).
A message needs to be comprehensible to the recipient for it to be meaningful. The message has to be
integrated into a recipient’s knowledge for it to become information. If it cannot be integrated, it will
not be understood. Too little specificity and depth will not sufficiently inform the recipient, so the
message will not be fully understood. On the contrary, too much specificity and depth overwhelms the
recipient and the message will also not be understood. Automatic evaluation of semantic attributes of
web pages is only possible to a limited degree. There are some methods that can measure the coherence of a web page as well as other language-based features. Algorithms can only make some inferences about the content that can partially distinguish an informative web page from a page created for
malicious intent.
Operational definition of information waste for the Semantic layer 1: Information waste is information
that has no meaning to the recipient.
Operational definition of information waste for the Semantic layer 2: Information waste is information
that has too much or too little detail to serve the user.
Operational definition of information waste for the Semantic layer 3: Information waste is information
that aims to mislead or spam the user.
One method of detecting web spam semantically is by assessing the thematic nearness. A large divergence between a link’s anchor text and the text of the linked page or disagreement of the title and content of the page can be a spam cue (Sharapov and Sharapova, 2011, Araujo and Martinez-Romo,
2010). Some methods have also looked at the content of web spam pages from a semantic perspective
for example by querying certain words and phrases associated with spam. It is also possible to measure the degree of coherence and grammatical and semantic sense of web pages (Prieto et al., 2013,
Sharapov and Sharapova, 2011, Wang et al., 2010).
Wang et al. (2010) developed a content-based trust model for spam detection. By adding information
quality measures to their normal web spam detection method, they managed to significantly increase
the reliability of their method. The information quality measures included currency (last modification
time), information-to-noise ratio, and popularity. These variables serve as proxies for pragmatic metrics and are suitable for automatic analysis.

2.5 Pragmatic layer
Pragmatics explains the effect of signs on human behaviour. These larger structures have a purpose in
human communication. Information at this level leads to intentions and actions. For this, the information needs to be useful and valuable to the user. The pragmatic layer therefore consists of several
attributes.
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Operational definition of information waste for the Pragmatic layer 1: Information waste is not useful
and not valuable to the recipient.
Novelty character of information: informing a recipient of something new is a central attribute of information. A message informing someone of something he or she already knows does not make the
recipient any more informed. This is redundancy. However, novelty is not always essential, and redundant messages can serve as a helpful confirmation in some cases.
Operational definition of information waste for the Pragmatic layer 1.1: A message is information
waste when it does not provide novel information and does not serve as a needed confirmation.
Goal relevance: information must help its recipients to make informed decisions by making sense of
situations. Information that can be used to achieve a goal or make an informed decision has relevance
to its users. Achieving goals and making informed decisions implies that the information required
must be sufficiently accurate and complete for the task at hand.
Operational definition of information waste for the Pragmatic layer 1.2: Data that does not help its
recipients make informed decisions is information waste.
Situational relevance: information may only be useful in certain situations. For example, the gas prices at nearby gas stations will only be useful when you need to refuel your car.
Operational definition of information waste for the Pragmatic layer 1.3: Information waste is information that is not relevant to the current situation.
Trust: information needs to be trusted by the recipient before he or she takes any actions that depend
on it. “Perceived trustworthiness of information can be evaluated in terms of its accuracy, objectivity,
validity, and stability” (Kelton et al., 2008). Trust can relate to both the content itself and the information source. The qualities of the information source are referred to as credibility (Savolainen, 2011).
If someone perceives information not to be trustworthy, decisions and actions will be delayed.
Operational definition of information waste for the Pragmatic layer 1.4: If information cannot be
trusted, it is information waste.
Value to a recipient: value of information can be narrowly defined as instructional and economic value. Instructional value helps people or organizations to make decisions or solve problems. Economic
value allows an individual or organization to make profit or avoid costs.
Operational definition of information waste for the Pragmatic layer 1.5: Information is waste when
the recipient is unable to obtain any instructional or economic value from it.
Time dependence: Something might only be information at a certain point in time, while being irrelevant at another time. For example, knowing when the next bus home will leave is very relevant at the
end of the day when it is time to go home after work. This information is less useful when you do not
intend to go home yet.
Operational definition of information waste for the Pragmatic layer 1.6: A message provided outside
the time during which it is required is information waste.
Developing methods for the detection of pragmatic information waste is difficult because of the subjective and time and context dependence of it. The literature search only found one research paper that
attempts to examine pragmatic aspects of information waste. It is also notable that they used proxies
for pragmatic attributes rather than truly pragmatic indicators.

2.6 Social world layer
At the highest level of the model, there is the social world. This layer consists of the information structures that constitute our social existence. This layer is affected in a large part by the communications
we have with other human beings. Information waste has the effect that people have more difficulty in
finding what they are looking for, and online information providers might not be trusted. Web spam
and related phenomena have been plaguing the Internet for a long time. The extra effort needed to
handle bad content is a form of waste as well, in line with Hicks’ (2007) perspective on information
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production within a corporate setting. Moreover, false and misleading information has a negative impact on online transactions (e.g. e-commerce) as it reduces trust. Spammers have also misused the
recent proliferation of web 2.0 platforms, and information quality problems have been more rampant
than ever before.

3 Internet waste detector proof- of- concept method
3.1

Kernel idea

Existing Internet waste detection methods intend to find web spam and fraudulent e-commerce sites,
which are classified as information waste due to their empiric and syntactic properties. Efforts to do
something about semantic, pragmatic and social information waste have been limited so far. One of
the reasons for this is that it is difficult to reach consensus on the true meaning of important concepts
such as “relevance” and “information quality” (Hjørland, 2010, Mai, 2013). Relevance and information quality were found to be highly subjective and therefore difficult to evaluate automatically.
Solid theories of objective and subjective relevance are needed, yet they are complex and riddled with
paradoxes (Hjorland, 2010).
Wijnhoven & Amrit (2010, 2014) propose a subjective file questionnaire to determine the semantic,
pragmatic and social value of files in a file system. However, filling in such a questionnaire is too
labour-intensive, so a method for automatically identifying file value is proposed. Five empiric and
syntactic file characteristics were proposed as determinants of file value: (1) frequency of access; (2)
file age; (3) last modification time; (3) file type; and (4) user grade (rank of person using the file).
They suggest that if correlations between these propositions are corroborated, the file characteristics
can be used as decision parameters in a file retention method, while rejected propositions should be
excluded from the data retention policy.
We use this basic theory of predicting the objective value using subjective data for Internet content.
Web analytics are a popular method to gather empiric and syntactic data in order to improve the effectiveness of web sites (Kent et al., 2011). Web analytics are gathered with the specific purpose of optimizing web content in order to make it more (pragmatically) valuable and (semantically) useful to
users. For example, data gathered by Google Analytics can help web site owners determine which
pages are the most popular, what type of information the users are looking for, and how much time
they spend on the site (Google.com, 2014). It can therefore be assumed that web analytics are indicative of pragmatic attributes. A major advantage of web analytics is that the information is relatively
more objective and can easily be obtained. We propose access speed (Eppler and Muenzenmayer,
2002, Palmer, 2002, Yang et al., 2005), the number of incoming links (Palmer, 2002, Yang et al.,
2005), frequency of access, time on site, bounce percentage, global page view percentage, and global
user percentage as objective site characteristics. Palmer (2002) developed and validated subjective
characteristics: (1) amount of information; (2) ease of obtaining information; (3) information from
other pages; (4) usability of the website; (5) layout quality of the site; (6) speed of site; (7) quality of
information display; and (8) if people see it as valuable to return to the site. These characteristics resemble the attributes of the pragmatic layer, but they can be assessed more consistently as they apply
specifically to web sites.
It is not yet clear to what extent these objective (syntactic and empiric) measures are indicative of semantic and pragmatic subjective value. If a high predictive relationship between subjective assessment
and objective indicators can be found, these objective indicators can be used as proxies for subjective
value and information waste. Figure 2 shows the predictive model to be used for this study. The objective, empiric metrics are gathered via web analytics tool that tracks the usage behaviour of web users.
The subjective value is comprised of the attributes of the pragmatic layer of the semiotic framework.
We expect that the way Internet users use web pages is indicative of the subjective value they attach to
pages. Using objective attributes, a classifier will eventually be given the task to identify sites scoring
low on subjective attributes. Depending on their effectiveness, objective measures can eventually be
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used for the development of a tool capable of automatically determining whether certain web content
is waste.

Figure 2: Our model for predicting pragmatic value attributes from empiric site characteristics

3.2

Dataset

3.2.1

Objective Metrics

Objective analytics from websites can be obtained in various ways. Site analysers are scripts installed
on web servers to provide web administrators with objective site performance metrics. An alternative
is to crawl the Internet and generate metrics from the crawled data. Another option is to install a
browser add-on to track users’ behaviour. Each of these methods has certain disadvantages for analysing information waste on the web. Using site analysers requires that every server has the same script if
a representative portion of the web needs to be examined. Crawling a large portion of the web requires
advanced hardware and is time-consuming. The third option, a browser add-on, may not provide representative data, as only a limited number of people might install it. Internet users also generally object
to being tracked extensively.
Because of these issues in generating objective metrics by ourselves, we use the data provided by
Alexa.com. Alexa.com provides analytic resources to web developers and administrators. Alexa.com
gives an assessment of a web page by collecting the access speed, the number of incoming links, frequency of access, time on site, bounce percentage, global page view percentage, and global user percentage. The data is mainly gathered via a toolbar that tracks user behaviour. Alternatively, web site
administrators can install site analyser scripts on their servers to gather data. Alexa.com does not provide an entirely representative overview of the Internet, as their metrics are only accurate for the first
100,000 web pages in their ranking. Beyond this list, there are not enough site visitors to provide accurate statistics. Nevertheless, the sites considered in Alexa’s ranking are approximate to what users will
typically perceive. Personal preferences and search engine referrals make sure that only a user sees
only a certain portion of the web. The following metrics are available via Alexa.com (Fons
Wijnhoven, 2012):

1

•

Traffic rank: this rank is based on the traffic data provided by the toolbar panel over a rolling
three-month period. A site’s traffic rank is composed of a combined measure of unique visitors and page views (“How are Alexa’s traffic rankings determined? – Alexa Support,” n.d.)1.

•

Access Speed gives an indication of whether a site feels “fast.” If a site feels slow it is more
likely that users might leave the site. Loading speed is also indicative of the technical condition of a web site.

https://alexa.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/200449744-How-are-Alexa-s-traffic-rankings-determined-
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•

Links. If a website has a lot of incoming links, it is expected to contain good information.
When other sites link to the site, it could be because the site contains useful or valuable information. Linking can be seen as a form of endorsement, and this principle is one of the foundations of Google’s PageRank algorithm (Brin and Page, 1998).

•

Frequency of Access is the number of unique monthly visitors to a site. If a site has a lot of
visitors it most likely contains valuable information.

•

Time on site. If a user stays at a site for a long time, it most likely is good information because
the user takes time to read the entire page. Precautions need to be taken with this metric because if a user keeps his browser open at a certain page while he is away or browsing other
sites, it will give a false positive. Users also spend a long time on sites such as email and social networks to receive notifications while doing other things.

•

Bounce percentage is the percentage of unique users who visited only one page on a certain
website. If a user only visits one page, it could mean that the page (and the rest of the website)
are not interesting. However, it could also be that the page is not exactly what he/she was
looking for; the information quality might not necessarily be bad.

•

Global page view percentage, which gives the percentage of pages viewed from a website
compared to the estimated total number of page views.

•

Global user percentage, which gives an estimation of the percentage of global internet users
who visit a specific site.

From search engine indicates the percentage of users who visited the site via a search engine.
If a higher portion of users comes by entering the URL directly, it could mean that they frequently use the site, therefore being of significant value to them. On the other hand, if many
people find the site via a search engine, it could mean that the website has a good search engine ranking and seems relevant to many users.
These metrics are not always conclusive for the assessment of web pages; therefore, a combination of
these indicators needs to be used. Only sites in English were selected because a user survey was needed. To ensure that we select a random sample, the top million sites listed by Quantcast.com were used
to randomize the sample. One hundred sites were selected from this pool by dividing the complete set
into 100 equal subsets, from which one site was selected each time.
•

3.2.2

Subjective metrics

To obtain subjective ratings, we developed a feedback tool. The tool allows someone to open a web
page and rate it on a scale of 1 to 5 along the dimensions of content, relevance, and comprehensiveness. The process described in the end of the previous section resulted in a sample of 150 sites selected
randomly. One researcher rated all 150 sites. The first two authors then also independently rated a
smaller subset of thirty sites and the inter-rater reliability was computed for verification. Kappa interrater reliability tests (Cohen, 1960) are typically performed between two individuals; therefore, we
computed two kappa values. We then used Landis and Koch’s (1977) proposal for interpreting kappa
values to assess the values we obtained. Cohen’s kappa was 0.24 in one case and 0.22 in the other
case, both indicating fair agreement according to Landis and Koch’s interpretation proposal.
3.2.3

Classifier algorithms

Predicting information waste with our model (Fig. 2) is a classification problem – a specific object is
placed in a set of categories, based on the respective object properties (Gorunescu, 2011). The objective of classification is to analyse historical data stored in a database and automatically generate a prediction model that can predict future behaviour (Turban et al., 2011). In the first stage of the classification process, a classification model is constructed by applying an algorithm on the training set. In this
classification model development stage, the chosen model adjusts its parameters starting from the correspondence between input data and corresponding known output (Gorunescu, 2011). The induced
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model consists of generalizations over the records of a training dataset, which help distinguish predefined classes (Turban et al., 2011). Once the classification function is identified, the accuracy can be
verified using the testing set by comparing the predicted output with the observed output. Classification models are typically compared to other models and algorithms to find the best one for the situation. There are four categories of classification algorithms in general: naïve Bayesian, clustering, decision trees, and neural network classifiers (Han et al., 2006). Ensemble learning techniques such as
boosting and Random Forests combine multiple classifiers to increase the accuracy of classification.
Three classification methods will be considered in this paper: Classification and Regression Trees
(CART), Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and Random Forest. Each of these classification algorithms has different strengths and weaknesses and it is therefore worthwhile to compare their performance. CART has the main advantage that it is relatively robust to outliers and noise. CART is also
quite intuitive because the models can be visualized and the underlying principle is not excessively
complex. However, the weakness of CART is that its structure can be unstable; slight changes in the
training set can lead to dramatic changes in the decision tree (Kantardzic, 2011). The principle behind
SVMs is based on the solid theoretical background of statistical learning which can effectively handle
statistical estimation with small samples (Kordon, 2009). SVMs are currently one of the fastestgrowing approaches of computational intelligence. SVMs create a hyperplane that splits the data into
two parts. The support vectors are the vectors that lie on the margin of the hyperplane. These vectors
are then used to define the decision rule or model. Some of the main advantages of SVMs are explicit
model complexity control, repeatable results, and solid theory. The disadvantages of SVMs are that
the approach is extremely mathematical and complex. Furthermore, the experience of SVMs in largescale industrial applications and model support is relatively limited (Kordon, 2009). Random Forests
are an example of an ensemble learning method. Random Forests were introduced by Breiman (2001)
and serve as an extension of his bagging idea and were also developed as a competitor to boosting
(Cutler et al., 2012). Random Forests combine the results of various predictive models generated during training (Kantardzic, 2011). Correct decisions are reinforced when there are multiple independent
“decision-makers.” Ensemble learning is a promising approach for improving the accuracy of a predictive model.
3.2.4

Classifier training

We used the following objective metrics in our classification model, as previously described in section
3.2.1: (1) Traffic Rank; (2) access speed; (3) number of incoming links; (4) frequency of access; (5)
time on site; (6) bounce percentage; (7) global page view percentage; (8) global user percentage; and
(9) percentage of users from search engines. The initial dataset was pre-processed to give the classifier
as little confusion as possible. Access speed was missing in many instances, so this attribute was removed altogether. This was judged to be appropriate because access speed relates more to the “feel” of
a website rather than information quality. Subjective measures for each page pertain to the content,
relevance, and comprehensiveness and were expressed with a number from 1 (low) to 5 (high). These
ratings were added up to form a composite measure. We considered web sites that fell below a certain
rating (threshold will be discussed later) as information waste, while web sites with a rating above this
threshold were labelled as non-waste. Our dataset consists of 150 complete records, which is not very
large, yet sufficient to train a classifier (Alpaydin, 2004).
A training set with an equal number of waste and non-waste instances will create a classification model that is not biased towards the class that appears more often. We trained the classifiers by using 10fold cross-validation, also known as rotation estimation. This is more advanced that the simple split
methodology and more suitable for a small training set. Positive and negative precision and positive
and negative recall were used as metrics for performance evaluation, resulting in a four-way classification of the results:
•

True positive: a waste page classified as waste

•

True negative: a non-waste page classified as non-waste
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•

False positive: a non-waste page classified as waste

•

False negative: a waste page classified as non- waste

Given this four-way classification of results, the metrics are calculated as follows:
• Positive precision is the number of true positives as a fraction of all the waste classifications
•

Negative precision is the number of true negatives as a fraction of all the non-waste classifications

•

Positive recall (or Sensitivity) is the number of true positives as a fraction of all the true waste
pages

Negative recall (or Specificity) is the number of true negatives as a fraction of all the true nonwaste pages
For thresholds at 0.25 intervals between 2.5 and 5.5, we created a separate dataset consisting of: the
class label (according to the threshold) and, the objective measures. Using these sets, we trained each
of the classifiers: CART decision tree, SVM, and random forests. The training was done by randomly
taking a 47% sample (70 of the 150 websites) of the data. Next, we used the trained classifier to test
the remaining 53% (80 of the 150 websites). We then compared the results of the classification to the
actual labels.
•

3.3

Results

We used R (Bunn and Korpela, 2012) and its related packages to generate classification models from
the training set. Using all Alexa variables on a training set consisting of 80 records, the classifiers perform as shown in Table 1.
Figure 3 shows the performance of the CART classifier in terms of precision, recall, and accuracy as a
function of threshold. This shows that the threshold that maximizes the precision, recall, and accuracy
is around 4.7. We get similar plots for Random Forests and SVM.

Figure 3: Finding the optimum threshold for waste indication
To illustrate the use of the classifier, we developed a tool that uses the Alexa “top million” list and
classified all the websites on this list. To enable larger scale data gathering, we built a tool with a simple user interface that shows the user which website is being processed, what the current ratio is, and
how many websites have already been processed. From our initial sample of 70 web sites that had
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objective values, and a waste threshold of 4.75, around 43 were still considered potential information
waste giving an overall potential information waste rate of 61% (Table 1) for the Random Forest classifier.
Classifier

Negative
Precision

Positive
Precision

Negative
Recall
(Specificity)

Positive
Recall
(Sensitivity)

Accuracy

Random Forest

0.57

0.61

0.55

0.62

0.58

CART

0.57

0.63

0.59

0.60

0.59

SVM

0.59

0.68

0.66

0.58

0.59

Table 1: Classifier training results at a waste threshold of 4.75

3.4

Discussion

Table 1shows that the accuracy of the Random forest classifier is 58%, while it is slightly higher for
CART and SVM classifiers (59%). Since this is just a proof of concept, such a result can be considered a good first step.
This paper provided a number of subjective metrics able to measure the information value of a website. Furthermore, we provided a number of objective metrics, which could easily be scraped from a
website.
Using these metrics the answer to our question of whether it is possible to develop a tool that can
identify potential information waste on the Internet, is yes. This paper provided a proof-of-concept to
able to identify potential information waste on websites with an accuracy of about 59%.
We developed a tool that checked 500,000 sites (half a million), consisting of a random sample of
Alexa.com’s top 1 million sites that contained non-null data. We now ran the Random Forest classifier
over the sample of half a million pages and found 52% was classified as potential waste (which is also
the probability that a web page is classified as waste: P(WebPage=Waste)). If we now correct for classification error and use the formula suggested by Hopkins and King (2010) (page 235):
𝑃!"#$!% (𝑊𝑒𝑏𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒) =   

𝑃 𝑊𝑒𝑏𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 − (1 − 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦)
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 − (1 − 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦)

where sensitivity and specificity are defined earlier in 3.2.4, and using the values of Sensitivity and
Specificity from Table 1, we get the corrected percentage of waste websites as 41% in the sample.
Since these websites were only from Alexa.com’s top 1 million websites, future research could expand
the sample space. In order to develop an improved information waste detector, a larger sample set
should be created. This would allow better training for the classifier. The objective metrics do have
their limitations. The metrics were selected based upon what the scraper could provide. Further research could resolve this issue, by providing other metrics.
The classification model can also be extended with other variables. The current model was limited due
to its objective metrics source. A good alternative might be Urlspy.co.uk that provides among other
features, the number of pages on a website and the amount of external links (outgoing).

4

Conclusion

The openness and freedom to provide information of all kinds on the World Wide Web has led to frequent information waste problems. The web is riddled with false and irrelevant information, and this is
increasingly putting a burden on Internet users. Our literature review has also shown types and causes
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of information waste in order to get an understanding of the extent of the problem. We have used semiotics for creating a taxonomy of information waste. Semiotics can be said to form the foundation of
information studies. This helps to categorize and develop relevant information waste detection methods, which may hold the key to a World Wide Web that is less cluttered with irrelevant and inaccurate
information.
There are very few examples of methods that attempt to detect the type of information waste described
in this paper. Existing literature has mainly focused on detecting web spam, fake sites, and fraudulent
e-commerce sites. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for detecting information waste using
web analytics through the development of a predictive model (Gregor, 2006, Shmueli and Koppius,
2011). The basic reasoning is that the way users use a web page is indicative of its value and usefulness, which are pragmatic and semantic within the semiotic framework. We expected a link (Fig. 2)
between objective empiric and syntactic metrics (produced by web analytics) and semantic and pragmatic subjective metrics (produced by subjective rating of sites). This link was partially established
(Table 1) by applying data mining techniques for classification. Though the performance of our predictive model is low for reliable implementation as a waste detector, we can estimate the total number
of waste webpages by correcting for classifier error (Hopkins and King, 2010). However, more objective variables and a larger dataset are needed to improve the classifiers. Additional data like the click
through data for the websites as well as ways to handle noise in this data (Van Der Spoel et al., 2013)
can help in improving the classification accuracy.
A well and widely used information waste detector could give website owners the proper kind of feedback for maintenance efforts or removal of content, both likely resulting in a much higher appreciation
of Internet content or an increased efficiency of search and resource utilization. The actual impact and
usefulness and social value of a well working information waste detector of still needs further research.
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